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RATIONAL ADVISORY COWZCTTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 304.

CORROSION EKBRITTLEMENT OF IKJRALUEIN.

v ● RESL~TS OF WEAIWER EWOSURE TESTS.

By Henry S. Rawdon.

.

Light aluminum slloys of the duralumin type, that is, high- ~=

strer@h wrought alleys whose properties can be improved decid-

edly by heat treatment are of very great importance, especially .-

in the form of sheet and tubes, for aircraft construction. The .

. permanence of

ticns such asQ

however,- with

ures taken to

such materials when exposed to corrosive condi-

may obtain in aircraft service should be known,

a high degree of certainty and precautionary zeas-

gusxd against any possible serious deterioration ..—

in service. To obtain reliable information along this line ‘an

,

9

investigation, the results of which foru the Easis of this ser-

ies of reports (Reference 1), has been carried out at the Bureau

of ’Standards in cooperation with the National Advisoxy Comnittee

for.Aeronautics, the Bureau of Aeronautics cf the Navy Depart-

ment, and the Army Air Corps. The leading manufacturers have

also participated in the investigation by furnishing practically

all of the naterials needed. The investigation, which was start–

ed in the latter part of 1925, i-sstill in progress and final

and complete answers have not been reached cn sll points concern–

.—
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ing the perzwnence of duralmmin in service. The infor~ation

which has been obtained, however, is of very considerable value

to both manufacturers and users of aircraft and its publication

at this time would seem to be warranted although possibly so:.le

~f the statements made may be modified slightly in the light of

future results.

Introduction

The conclusions expressed in the preceding reports of this

sexies (Reference 1) concerning the deteriorating effect of in– .—

tercrystalline corrosion on the tensile properties of sheet dura–.

lumin have been based upon the behavior of the material. when
Y,

subjected to conditions in the laboratory favorable to acceler–
.

ated corzosion.

Any laboratory corrosion test, as judged from the practical

point of view, is valuable only to the extent that it foretells

what

most

test

will, ia all probability, occur in service. Such a test is

properly to be considered as a IIpilottest,!!that is, a

which indicates the direction along which action may be

.

.*

expected to occur rather than as a truly quantitative test which

would be expected to tell just how and to what extent the action

would proceed. It is generally recognized that laboratory corro– _-

sion tests should be chosen with particular reference to the

character of service expected for any particular type of metal,

so fax GS it can be foreseen. Even when this requirement has
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been fulfilled, however, the question whether the actual service

behavior of the material is in accordance and general agreement L==

with predictions based upon such laboratory tests is always a

pertinent one.

In this report me given the results which have been ob-

tained, up-to-date, in th~ weather-exposure tests carried out

on material of the same kind as was used in the laboratory cor–

rosion tests. Although these exposure tests have not been com–

pleted, in the sense that all of the tests in the series initi-

ally laid down, have been accomplished, still the general irend ...

shown by the results is so cleax that a number of definite con-

clusions at this stage

cation in the light of

ranted.
11. Resume of

(subject, of course, to possible modifi-

later results) are belieVed to be wm-

the Results of Laboratory Tests

The fact is now well established that some sheet duralwmin*,

as well as some other high-strength aluminum alloys, undez some

conditions of use does not naintain its initial properties

without inpairrcent. The change may in some casesbe very pro– .—

nounced, indeed. This chmge as shown by the tensile proper- ,

ties, consists essentially in a marked lowering of the

ductility of the material accompanied by a somewhat smaller pro- .

portional decrease in the tensile strength. Unlike the atmos-

pheric corrosion of iron or steel, the change which may occur

*The name ~fduzaluminllis used here as referring to the class of
heat-treatable aluminum alloys in which the es~ential alloying
elements are copper, magnesium, silicon and ~ang~ese, and not
to the product of any particular manufacturer.
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in sheet durslumin is rot accompanied by any very marked surface

indi~ations.

A short resume of the important facts established by the

laboratory study will suffice as a basis for the correlation of

these results with these whioh have been obtained in the weather–

exposure tests. The results of the laboratory corrosion tests

of sheet duralumin have established, beycnd all reasonable doubt,

the follc%ing facts:

1. The change in skeet ~ualumir~ whereby the material. is -

renderea relatively weak and I.rittle is a (?orr~si~ri phenomenon

localized sllongthe grai~ F6undaries and net a ‘[spontaneous” in-

ternal chacge within the alloy such as, for.example, a delayed

phase change.

2. While this effe?t has keen produced in the laboratory,

tc some extent at least, in all the ocmpositions used, the pres-

ence of t’heconstituent formed by the a,ll~ying OL aluminum with
,

copper appears “to be most closely associated with this form ~f

attack.

3. Chlmide sclutims are m~st potent in causing an inter-

crystalline atta~k. Scluticns cf the other halogens act simi-

lsxly but are less active.
.

4. The rate of attack is accelerated by an increase of the

temperature. At 7C0$ the effect in dilute soluticns was appr2x-

.-

imately foux times that at room temperature in the same solutions.
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5. The ordinary lass-of–weight method for determining the

corrosion rate is not a~plicable in this problem. The testing ,1.

of,full–size tension bars,after ‘different degrees cf attack is,

by fax, the best methcd to use. Oertainly this method is prac-

tically the only one which will give reliable information as to

the chsnge in the mechanical properties of the metal, which :s

the information needed in this particular case.

3. In order to develop its highest tensile properties,

duralmmin ~mustbe heat treated. The method by which the heat

treatment is cazried out is very intimately related to the sus-

ceptibility of the heat treated duralumin sheet to embrittle–

ment by intercrystalline attack. The heat treatment of du~u--

min consists essentially in two operations, quenching and aging. —

Heat treated sheet duralumin for which the quenching has been

done in cold water is fax mere resistsnt to tntercrystalline

attack than the same which has been quenched in hot water before

aging. Heat treated material for which the aging process has .=

been accelerated by using an elevated temperature is much less

resistant than if the aging is done at raom temperature.

7. cold–working of sheet dur~umin by stretching, bendin&,

and the like results in a condition which is somewhat favorable

te intercrystalline corrosion, but this feature”is a minmr fat- ._
.

tor as co-mparedwith the differences in corrosion resist~ce

* which,may result from improper heat treatment.
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u
8. Properly

corrosion proof.

heat treated sheet ducalumin is not necessarily

Corrosion cf the crdinary type may be expected.

to occur, hence, the need of protective ccatings.

9. Oxide coatings formed by electrolytic treatment (iisaodic

processlr) as well as similar related c~atings affcrd only very

little protection in themselves. They must be kept well greased.

The type of grease used is of seccndary importance, the frequency

~f renewal is of prime importance.

10 ● Coatings of the spsx vsxnish type are cf only slight

value. The addition cf aluminum pcwder, however, reduces very
.

greatly the permeability of such coatings to atmospheric moist-

k ure snd also retards the deleterious effect of light on such -—

coatings. Clear and pigmented varni~h coatings as well as bitu-

mastic enamel exposed in various solutions in laboratory corro-

sion tests failed by blistering. Aluminum pigmented rubber coat-

ings have given exoellent performance tn laboratory corrosion

tests.

11. Metallic aluminum coatings produced either by the

metal spraying process or by rolling a duplex slab having a

duralumin core and aluminum surfaces into sheet form, thereby

producing a coating which forms a.pintegral part of the finished

sheet have given most excellent results. protection of the !Icutli

edges of aluminum coated duralumin sheets appears not to be nec-

essary if the sheet has been properly heat treated.
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III. Methods of the Exposure Tests

The exposure tests, like those in the laboratory, were car-

ried out upon full-size tension bars of sheet duralumin, 14-

gauge material being used for ne~ly %L1 of the tests. The

chemical compositions of the different materials which include

only comr%ercial materials (in a few cases sliGhtly modified)

are summarized- in Table 1.

The specimens to which coatings were applied before expo–

sure were heat treated by hot water quenching. According to

the previous laboratory tests, such material would be expected

to show a relatively low resistance to corrosion, hence, a break-

down of the l~protectivellcoating under atmospheric influences

would be expected to be shown by the change in the properties

of the basic metal at a relatively early stage.

A preliminary set of exposure tests, started before the

laboratory tests had progressed sufficiently far to show the

pronounced i~fluence of heat treatment upon the co~rosion-

resistaace of sheet duralumin, was carried out with cold-wa.ter-

quenched duralumin. The results of this series of tests axe of

value principally for their confirmation of the conclusions con-

cerning the inter-relation of corrosion-resistance and mode of

heat treatment used for duralumin. The results obtained, how-

ever, do not warrant the drawing of any very definite conclusions

concerning the protective value of different coatings applied to —

cold-water-quenched duralumin sheet.
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The exposure test racks were installed at three different

locations representative of quite widely varying weather condi– .._-

tions. The locations are as follows: Naval Air Station, Coco

solo , Canal Zone; Naval Air Station, .Hampton Roads, Virginia;

and Bureau of Standards. The Coco Solo rack is illustrated in

Figure 1. This rack, inclined as shown, faced the south and

was situated on the breakwater. The Hampton Roads rack was sit–

uated in a very similar manner on a platfcrm attached to the

side of the pier, well above the high water line. The Bmeau

of Standards rack was located on the roof of one of the build–

ings

only

held

bsxs

and faced the south but, as shorn in FiWe 2, was raised

slightly above the horizontal position. The test baxs were

in place in the cypress exposure rack at each end of the

by a narrow strip of wood together with an outer reinforc-

ing strip of sheet aluminum, both of which were fastened to the

rack by screws at intervals of a foot or so. In addition to

these three sets of specimens, a fourth set was kept in the lab-

oratory in sealed glass containers. Soda lime was used to nain-

tain: a dry atmosphere-within the containers, the specimens being

supported on end on a grid of galvanized wire mesh placed well

above the soda lime.

way,

the

“

NO change was made in the position of the specimens in ~Y ..”

during the exposure period. Necessarily, the exposure of.

two surfaces of the specimens was therefore, not the sane.

-- —— —— .— —
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In this respect, however, the exposure

9

tests paralleled service

conditions more closely than did the laboratory corrosion tests.

In Table 11 are listed the different sets of specimens used

in the e~osure test# together with ti~eir in.iti&ltensile prop- .-

erties, aad the treatment given to each, such as modifications

in heat treatment, cold wo~king, coating process and the like.

Each set of specimens representative of each of the different

variables consisted, in most cases, of ten specimens. In a few

cases, a smaller number was used.

Iv. Resuits

In Table 111 are given the results obtained in the prelimi–

nary set of weather-exposure tests (Hampton FtoadsNaval Air

Station) with cold-water–quenched duralumiri sheet. These re–

suits are included for comparison with.those of the more exten–

sive series of tests carried out at several different locations.

At successive intervals of several months, as shown in

Figure 4, one specimen from each set of specimens from each of

the racks was removed for testing. The tensile properties of

the exposed specimens were determined and an examination of the

microstructure made to determine whether or not intercrystalline

corrosion had occurred. The appearance of the specimens shown ,

in Figure 3 is typical of the results produced by exposure to

the weather. In the
●

somewhat less marked

Hampton Roads tests the surface change was ._

thm was the case in the Coco Solo tests

.
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and in the Bureau of Standards exposure specixens the change was

very much less m&rked. It is quite evident fzom Figure 3, with-

out further discussion, that only in a qualitative sense can the

surface appearance of the exposed bars b’eused as a measure of

the effect of corrosion on the underlying metal.

The results of the tension tests of the exposed speci~ensj .__J

up-to-date, are summarized graphically in Figure 4. The initial _

properties, that is, those of the uncorroded materials have been .—

included throughout for all of the sets of specimens as a ~lbase

Iine[f for comparison. In those case,sin which the evidence of

the occurrence of intercrystalline attack was indisputable,

this feature has also been indicated.

v. Discussion
.

. Tileresults of the exposure tests have definitely shown

that sheet durd”umin is not permanent under atmospheric expo-

sure under all conditions. AS a general. rule, no noticeable or

significant changes have been noted in the :moperties of dura-

lumin when maintained under conditions such

of the occurrence of corrosion very remote.

the impairment of the material which occurs

~S render the chance

The conclusion tl~at

is the result of .—

corrosion, is believed to be fully warranted. Those cases in

which deterioration of the material under atmospheric exposure, ..—

occurs, very closely psxa,llel the corresponding cases in the —“

laboratory corrosion tests. The variations noted in the inten–
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under atmospheric exposure according to cli-

matic conditions are in good accord with predictions based upon

the laboratory tests. Exposure to marine atmospheric condi-

tions is decidedly more effective in producing intercrystalline

corrosion than exposure to inland atmospheres. Likewise, other

conditions being the same, a warm climate is more severe than a

cclder one.

The susceptibility of sheet duralumin to corrosive attack

by the intercrystalline method was found to be intimately re-

lated to the method employed in the heat treatment of the mate-

rial, in both the exposure and accelerated corrosion tests.

The agreement as to the character of the results in the two cases

is exceptionally good (Figure 4, Sets

question, the use of hot water or oil

the heat treatment of sheet duralumiU

1-4 and 7-8 ). Without

as a quenching medium for

is not to be recommended

for materiel which must withstand severe weather conditions,

despite the fact that the tensile properties of duralumin do not

differ noticeably according to the different quenching media

used. It will also be noted

~als which, after quenching,

ture (for example, Set 6 and

from Figure 4, tilatthose mater-

were sged at an elevated tempera- —.

36) or which were heated somewhat

after being allowed to age fully at room temperature (Set 1?)

are de~idedly susceptible to intercrystalline corrosion. On

the other hand, it should be noted that corrosion of the more

familiar pitting type frequently occurred on materials which had
●
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been heat treated by approved methods, the drop in the tensile

properties, especially elongation, accompanying this type of

corrosion being quite marked in some cases (for example, Set 2).

Of the different variables in heat treatment, the subsequent

behavior of sheet duralumin is tifected most by the quenching ~

rate and the aging treatment. The exposure test results have

shown no difference in corrosion resistance resulting from vaxy-

ing the heating period prior to quenching. The results for

Sets 4 and 5 (Figure 4) show no difference in the corrosion 3e-

havior of duralumin sheet heated for 15 or for 60 minutes at

500°C (920°F) prior to quenching.

If duralumin is quenched from a temperature somewhat below

that at which the alloy constituents pass completely into the

solid solution condition, the tensile properties axe not so

high as may be developed by using a higher quenching temperatu~e.

The corrosion resistance may also be l~ss as shown by Set 10

(Figure 4).

Cold working of ful.ly’heat treated sheet duralumin did not

render the material noticeably prone. to intercrysta,lline attack

in the atmosphere (Sets 12, 13, and 14). This was true reg~d-

less of whether the cold–worked conditions was a local one, such
.

as produced by stretching the central portion or reduced section

10 per cent, or a more uniform cold-worked condition produced

by cold rolling the entire “bar sufficiently to increase its
#

length 10 per cent. However, in the case when the material was
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net properly heat treated, cold working by stretching accentu-

ated the-embrittling intercrystalline attack (Set 16).

Variations in the composition of duralumin of the msgnitude

indicated in Table 11 are of minor importance so far as the re-

sistance of the material to intercrystalline attack is con-

cerned (Sets 20_25). The l[initialfltensile properties of most

of these alloys are considerably lower than those of the ordin-

ary durslwin.after hsat treatment and are less suitable for

this reason. Oorrcsion by pitting$ however, in some seemed to

be accentuated; for example, Set 24, of relatively high iron

content, seems to be prone to this form of “attack. No essen-

tial difference has been found. to exist in the sheet duralumin

made by different manufacturers if heat treated in the same.

manner (Compare BT materials with the others in Figure 4), al-

though the composition often differs scmewhat. Of the two al-

loys which differ markedly from the Ilduralumin compcsitionjll

the one containing copper, alloy 25ST (Set 26) has shown marked

intercrystalline attack, whereas in alloy 51s (Set 27) which

contains no copper, only traces of intercrystalline attack were

found after prolonged exposure to severe weather conditions.

The la~k of permanence under exposure to the weather of

most of the coatings used (Sets 28–39, Figure 4) is in good

agreement with the indications of the laboratory tests. The use

of duraluiiin which had been heat treated by quenching in hot .-

water and, hence, ”quite susceptible to intercrystalline attack
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as a basis material for the application of the coatings has

proved very satisfactory. An earlier series of exposure tests

of a so=ewhat preliminary nature had shown the desirability of

this, since if the duralu--in sheet in its ~coated state has a

high degree of resistance to corrosion, no conclusions concern– —.

ing the real protective value of the coatings other than quali-

tative ones based upon visual inspection can he drawn.
.

T-heconclusion based on the laboratory results that of the

various coatings, a surface laye~ of aluminum is by far the

mGst dependable, has been borne out by the exposure tests on the

aluminum-clad sheet. As is shown by Set 37 (Figure 4), however,

an aluminfi pigmented varnish may give excellent results under

scme conditions. That this is not always so, hcwever, is shown

by Set 28 (Figure 4).

Coatings consisting of a surface oxide film produced by the .

‘Janodicprocess[t (Set 32) or closely related coatings formed by

chemical means (Set 30) axe undependable. The application of

grease to such coatings at ‘the outset, without subsequent re-

newal of the grease, has not materially increased the protection

afforded by such coatings over the period covered by the tests

12 months). Likewise the use of a grease coating applied by rub-

bing which is then ltbendedlfby the application of aluminum pow–

der has not proved entirely dependable for the entire period .-

during which the tests have been in progress.- It is of interest

to note, however, that for the relatively mild weather conditions
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obtaining in-Washington and on the basis of which one might ex– ._

pect to draw nicer distinctions as to the merits of the coat-

ings, the cleax varnish and the JIoxidel[types of coatings have

proved noticeably inferior to all of the others used.

In one important instance the weather exposure tests have

not corroborated the laboratory tests. A rubber–like coating

(thermoprene ) pigmented with aluminum powder gave excellent pro-

tectiorr against corrosion to duralwmin in rather severe condi-

tions in the laboratory. The difference observed when exposed

to the weather is most prob”ably to be attributed to a deterior-

ation of the matrix of the coating which occurs despite the

aluminum pigment added to prevent this. (The results for this

type of coating are not given in Figure 4.]

In one rather important respect, weather-exposure tests

of the kind described in this report may not duplicate service .-

conditicns in all respects. Most aircraft parts, in servide,

are always in a more or less stressed conditicn. Service tests

to show the effect of stress on the corrosion behavior of dura-

Iumin parts are practically impossible. Laboratory tests on

this point, however, are in progress. In brief, the tests con-

sist in shcwing to what extent the tensile properties of sheet

duralunin are affected by corrosion when the metal. is under

stress. Two general cases are being considered (a) simple or

l’static~’tension, and (b) repeated flexural stress, the corro-

. sive attack keing carried out in the spreekind of solution and
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.

by the same wet-and-dry corrosion method (repeated immersions

at 15-ainute intervals) as in the laboratory tests already car-

ried out. The results of these llstress-co~rosionl!tests will

form the basis of a later report. On the basis of the close

parallelism which has already been found to exist b-etween t’he

results of the exposure tests and the laboratory corrosion tests

of sheet duralumin, it is confidently e~ected that any pro-

nounced change in the results of the laboratory tests resulting

from the introduction of the variable of stress will be indica-

tive of a corresponding behavior of the materia under service

. conditions.

VI. Summary
.

1. In a series of weather-exposure tests of sheet duralu-

min upon Wl~ich accelerated corrosion tests in the laboratory by

the wet-and-dry corrosion method in a sodium chloride solution

had already been carried out, a close parallelism between the

results of the two kinds of tests was found to exist. Predic-

tions based upon the results of the laboratory tests were, with

but few exceptions, fulfilled in the exposure tests. In cases

of disagreement in such tests, the results of the exposure tests

axe always accepted.

2. It has been shown by these tests

nence or em”mittlement of sheet dmalumin

in sone of this material. in service under

that the lack of perrna-

which has been observed

sone conditions is
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largely, if not entirely, to be ascribed to corrosion. A COr-

rosive attack of an intercrystalline nature is very largely re-

sponsible for the degree of embrittlenent produced. In the ex-
.

posure tests, as indicated by the laboratory tests, the rate of

embrittlemer.t was greatly accelerated by a marine atmosphere

and by a tropical climate.

5. The tests, both in the laboratory and in the field,

were carried out upon full-size tension bars, the change in the

tensile properties being used as a measure of the effect of cor–

rcsion. Tnis method is, by far, the best in cafieslike the

. present, in which the tensile properties of the material undergo

material change without a corresponding change in surface ap-
.

pearance.
‘

4. The exposure tests confirmed the laboratory tests in

showing that variations in composition of duralumin which do

not result in wide departure from the ordinary ltduralu?nincompo–

sitiont[ are of aluiost negligible importance so far as corrosion

behavior is concerned. Of the high strength aluminum alloys

which differ materially in composition frcm duralumin, the alloy

containing copper as the principal alloying element was most

msceptible to intercrystalline attack.

.

5. Variations in the heat treatment procedure used for,

duralumin appear to be major factors in determining the suscep-

tibility of the heat treated sheet to intercry6talline corro-
.

————
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exposure to the weather and likewise in ac–

celerated corrosion tests. The quenching rate, as determined

by the use of cold or hot water or oil as quenching media, and

the aging treatment (room–temperature aging vs. accelerated —

aging) are the most important factors in this respect. The use

of hot water or oil as a quenching medium for sheet duralumin

or an accelerated aging treatment is not. to be recommended for

duralumin which must withstand severe climatic conditions, such

as marine and tropical service.

6. Cold working of properly heat treated sheet duralumin

by stretching or cold rolling does not affect very greatly the

susceptibility of the material to embrittlernent by intercrystal-

line attack when exposed to the weather. With improperly heat ‘

treated duralumin this factor is of much more import~ce.

~. The exposure tests have clearly sho&n that corrosion

of the more familiar or pitting type may occur with duralumin.

The effect upon the tensile properties although similar. in char–

acter is, in most cases, decidedly less than that of the inter-

crystalline type. So far, it has not been possible to correlate

definitely the tendency of the alloy toward this form of corrc- .
.

sive attack with any condition of the material resulting from

any particular heat treatment or other condition.
.

8. The determination of the permanence of coatings on dura-
.
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.
lumin under corrosive conditions, both in the laboratory or when

exposed to the weather, has been most successfully done hy ap-

plying the coating to tension bars of duralumin which had been

improperly heat treated and, hence, quite susceptible to attack.

The relatively rapid attack of the underlying or basis metal

following the “breakdown{’ of the coating was shown in the ten–
.

sion tests of such specimens after exposure.

9. Ia this way, it has been sho-wnthat sluminum coatings

are, by far, the most dependable. The useful life of clear
-.

varnishes is very short, the addition of aluminum l[pigmentllin–

creases the permanence of the vaxnish very greatly. @n the
.

other hand, the addition of aluminum pigment to rubber-like —

coatings while decidedly successful in the laboratory, under

exposure conditions has not given satisfactory results. Surface .

~xidation by ‘Ianodicllprocess and similaz coatings have no last– :

ing protective value unless well greased, and even when greased

they have not proved to be resistant against severe exposure —

conditions, although with milder exposure conditions fairly sat-

isfactory results have been obtained.

IIreinforced!lwith aluminum powder have

ice under aild exposure conditions but

severe (marine) conditions.

Simple ~rease coati~~s .1

given satisfactory serv- —.

net entirely so for

10. Weather-exposure tests of the kind described here,

while closely approximating service conditions, undoubtedly do
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not duplicate them. Tests axe now in progress for the purpose

of showing how the corrosion behavior cf sheet dural.umin may ‘oe

affected by a stressed condition coincident with the corrosive

attack. However, the difference in the rate of attack of the

material exposed to the weather in Washington and of similar

material exposed to marine atmosphere.a conditions is so clear

Y and the lack of permanence of most of

mistakable, that definite conclusions

which underlie the lack of permanence

the coatings used so un-

concerning the conditions

cf duralumin and the pro-

tective measures which must be employed aze believed to be fully

w~ranted on the basis of the results of these exposure tests.

Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D. C. ,

December, 1928.

,

.
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TABLE I. Sheet Alloye Used in Corrosion and li!.mosureTests

General Wture of Material

Convnercialalloy of the dumlmrin type
(A.S.S.T. Handbook)

Comercial dumlumin (A.S.S.T. Handbook
Commercial aJloy skeet (described in
A.S.S.T. Handbook; 1929 cd., p.500)

Commercial alloy sheet (described in
A.s.s.T. Handbook; 1929 ea., p.500)

Commercial alloy sheet (described in
A.S.S.T. Handbook; 1929 cd., p.5!)O)

Commercial alloy sheet (described in
A.S.S.T. Eandbook; 1929 cd., p.5C0)

Fmparedbymanufacturer for thie in-
vestigation, Fe content higher thau
in ordinary duralumin

Fmpred by manufacturer for this in-
vestigation, intended aS a “low-
coppern allOy

Prepared by manufacturer for this in-
vestigation, low Fe-Sl ratio

Prepared by manufacturer for this in-
vestigation. Made from mterial of
high pur~t~,lowT?e and Si contents

Doxalumin type of alloy (17S)

K

c1

3.9

4.2

.0

2.5

3,7

3.8

5.1

4,2

4.2
%.2
.

Fe
.—
.34

.51

.4

.38

.20

.36

1.15

.65

.20

.0a

A
.47

Coumc

ZIE
.32 .51

.31 .5[

1.9 .6E

L.O .01

.24 .02

.22 .02

.24 .5C

.21 .50

.20 .47

.10 .47

.34 .47

*Chamicd @yees by J. A. Scherrer, Chemist, Bureau of Standards.

n.d. ❑ not detected.

.

YMg Cr

.61”n.d.

.&3 <.02

.10

.61

.40

.45

●a

A

.E3

.47

.%

.50

‘ cc

%
—

n.d

n

II

II

n

II

<.0

n.d

n

II
n
—

n.d.

II

n.d

II

1!

s-—
[d.

II

n

II .

n.d

II

II
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II

II

m
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Set
No Material*

.

6
7
8

.9
10

.11

12

14

17S!C
II

n
n

n

17sT
n

n

II
n

17ST
n

n

II

16 17ST

17 II

18 Bl!
19 Bl!

20 17ST-A

*See notenex
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!CABILEII. Weather-tiosure Test Specimens.

Treatment prior to exposure

Quenching
;emperature

5ooo(’j
II

w

.!1
n

500°c
II
11

4250C
II

Q50C

50!300

500%

mcl”c

500°c

moo

50000
II
Ir

pige.

Time
in bath

16 min.
15 II
15 II

HI ‘1
15 n

15 min.
15 u
15 n
15 11

60~

5 hr.
15 min.

15 n

15 n

15 min.

15 11

16 n

15 11
15 H

Quenching
media

water OUC
n 250c
n loo”c
n 26°C
n Ooc

water Ooc
011 Ooc
II 25°C

water 25°0
II 25°c

water 25°C
II Ooc

n O“c

II Ooc

water 100°C

n 0°0

n 25°C
oil 25°C
water Ooc

A&W and coating

Wed at room temperature
II n II n

nnn n
.

II II II II

iged 24hours at 100°C

ged 3 hours at 150°C
wed at room temperature
II II N n

II !1 II II
II n II n

ged at room temperature
iged 1 hr. at room temp. and
\tretched l@ in length
iged 96hr. at roomt~. end
\tretched’10% in length
ged 3 weeke’at room-tamp. and
:old rolled 10$ in length

~ed 96hr. at room tenp”.
Itretched 10$ in length

ged 96hr. at room temp.
leated 5 hr. at 135°C
wed at room temperature
n l! n II

111111 II

1]

U. T. S.
lb./sq.in.

62,300

. *

y
ithl b-
Tg ongation (2n)A

Per cant +

63,&)o
63,200

63,100
61,900

58,700
60,80Q
62,500
42,500
48,400

45,700
56,800

65,Eflo

70,400

65,mo

68,100

63,700
64,500
37,100

1

22.0
20.0

g,

23.0’ g!

21.0
$

~
20.0 ●

20.0

20.0 s
19.0

IA

20.0
11.0

12.o

11,0

11.0

20.0 “

20.0

20.0
24.0

N
u

1,
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TABIX II. Weather-Fxposuxe Test Specimens (Cont.)

‘et Materiel:
No.

21 li’ST-B
22 1-1
23 1-2
24 63A
25 588

26 25ST
27 51ST
28 17S!C
29 17ST
30 BT

31 B!l!
32 BT
33 WI?
34 I-1
35 I-2

36 25sT

37 2WT

38 I-3

39 Alclad
17S3!

Treatment prior to erposure

Quenching Time Quenching
temperature in bath media

500°c 15 min. water O°C
n 15 II .n O“c
Ii 15 n II O“c
n ~H W ooc
n 15 n H Ooc

520°c 15 min. water O°C
II ~5n” II Ooc

6000C 15 n n 1000C
n 15 n n 1000C
n 15 u II lCXYC

500*C 15 tin. water 100*C
II 15 II n 1000C
n 15 II n loo”c
n 15 lr n ~oooc

n ~ II n loo”c

520°c 15-30 min. water

620°c 15-30 n n

5000C 15 n n 1000C

.None As received

Aging ~a coating

aged at room temperature
II II II II

u n II II

Ilnn n

nnu II

aged at room temperature
nnn n

coating, Cr varnish + Al paint
coating, pigmented oil
coating, ‘JirotQH

.
coating, ‘Jirotkan + laaoline
coating, enodic
coating, anodic ~ lemol!.ne
coating, grease ~ Al powder
coating, Al pigmented varnish

eged B-15hr. at 140°C -
coating, Cr varnish
aged E!-15hr. at 140°C -
coating, anodic + Al varnish
aged at room temperature -
coating, grease 4 Al powder

Whe materiels were made by the two American manufacturers

factuer; all of the remainder by the other.

In
U. T. S.

lb./sq.in.

51,500
59,000
5!2,400
51,EY30
51,700

53,600
53,700
60,830
6Q,700
61,300

61,300
62,400
62,W
59,’700
EO,ooo

59,500

59,400

62,300

54,7CKl

. .

~

thl p

Elongation (2n) ~

per cent g

22.5
20.5 ~

20.0
19.5 E

20.0 =o
>
0

20.5 g
27.5 .
21.0 w
21.0 0

*
20.0

20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
21.5

25.0

21.0

21.5

19.0

of duralumin, that designated as BT by one maxm-

W
w
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TA8LE III. Exposure Tests of

This series of tests (Series 1) was started June 4, 1926.
cold water from 500-510°C from a fused nitrate bath

—

Set

No.

-i-

:2

3

4

5

6

7

8

.

‘
Treatment prior to test ~

Heat-treated, no coating

Heat-treated, stretched
4$, no coating

BlaokValsp~ vsrniah

Aluminum pigmented varnish

Armdic oxidation treatment

Same a6 (5) plus black
Valspsr

Semd-blasted, metal
sqrayedwith commercial
AI.,then heat-treated

Sane as (7) stretched +$-
no additional coating

Mate
rial

BD
17s0

BD
17s0

BD
17s0

BD
17s0

BJ)
17s0

BD
1780

BD
17s0

13D
17s0

. *

Sheet Dwal.umin.
e

All mechens were heat-treated by quenching in *
0

u.T.S. elong. U.T.S. elong. U.T.S. elong.
(2,) (2”) (211)

61,500 19.5 5’7,200 16.0
60,0U0 20.5 56,400 19.5

Tensile Pro erties
Initial I 5 months 11 months

‘~i

L

61,700 15.0 58,700 8.5 58,700 12.5
50,000 17.0

61,500 19.5
‘50,003 20.5 57,100 19.0 57,300 19.0

61,500 19.5
50,000 20.6 58,600 19.0 57,900 19.5

61,700 20.0
61,003 20.069,ao 20.0 m,400 19.5

61,703 20.058,~ 17.567,&xl 14.5
61,0~ 20.0

58,200 19.01
56,900 21.0 54,400 21.0 55,400 19.0

58,300 15.0 58,400 13.5 58,200 15.a

59,100 15.0

57,400

56,700

55,800

58,00il

58,300

67,@o

57,400

54,400

5EI,1OO
19.0

10.0
59,100

17.0 57,300

17.0 55,200

19.0 59,mo

16.5
55,200

17.6
54,600

15.5 55,600

13.0

13:0

15.5

18.0

18.0

11.5

19.0

15.0



Set
No.

-F-

10B

10A

—

Preattientprior to test

Same as (8) plm black

Val.spa

La received, nu further
treatment

Like 10B, coated with
‘bituwtic enamel,”
then metal sprayed

with Zn and Al

●
✎

✎ ✎

4

TABLE III. Emosure Tests of Sheet Ihmlumln (Cent.)

&ate-
rial

m
17s0

1-S

1-2

Tensile Prop er ties

Initial
~

5 moath~ 11 mont.ha 17 montkm 23 months p
U.T.S. elong. U.T.S. elong. U.T.S. elox. U.T.S. elong. U.T.S. elong. m

(21f) (2II) (211) (yi ) (31)
~

5a.OcO 15.0158.WC 12.5!513,BC0 15.5157,400 14.0 !59,400 15.0 :

58:500 15.0 -.
~

d2,700 21.5 62,7CQ 18.0lm,m 17.559,200 1.2.5a, 500 17.0 z
~

~
&2,500 21.0 &2,200 21.0 fm,mo 21.5 61,400 1’7.562,500 22.0

:
g
. .
07
0

Noim: BD material furnished by Bwsh Machine Tool Comymy.
17s0 a n II A17jminum Company of America.

1-S II n II &hminum Company of America, Is rem-efientative

IF

of commercial heat-treated

dumil.%in.

:
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to the weatherinthreelamtiolu and
of thd%Ontroln Epeoimenl.
Refer to Tabla 11 for treatmentof. tha

material prior to erpmum.


